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PERSONALS

W. A. Sullivan 17

LIEUT. W. A. SULLIVAN 17

Letters have come to us about the same subject. We have been trying to obtain a substitute, and the Lieut. has been told that he is not

THE DAIRY LUNCHES

The TECH has been mighty inclined with the dairy lunches in the neighborhood, but this does not signify that no attention is being paid. The usual stream of complaints that have been flowing in as the price of food has been soaring is almost prohibitive, and the orders have been dwindling down to the most minute of hangups. Not only has the price of groo-

AN APPEAL

For several weeks THE TECH has been running a personal column in order to keep the Alumni in touch with their friends. Considering the interest in this column has been shown, it is our wish to continue it.

Paragraphs to the Alumnus and the military editor by sending to THE TECH a notification of your appointment, as soon as you make one.

Your classmates will be glad to hear of your good fortune.

We shall be glad to hear of any time upon request any in-formation concerning a Technical in service.

About sixteen per cent. of the Alumnus of Technology are now in the United States Service.

It is said that the Walker Memorial serves over 4,000 meals a day.

Saturday, August 3-Midsummer plenitude at Nutskate.

MADIESON A. TOLE "of 17 has just been awarded a second prize by the Art Service Section of the Signal Corps. He was training with the Signal Corps group of technical cadets at the station and was commended for his work, having successfully completed all courses of regular training.

COAST ARTILLERY SONGS

A musical fraternity at one of the Harvard dormitories sends the appended song to our readers. It serves to balance the hearts of the Coast Artillery men
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THE TECH is printed twice a week. Subscriptions are available at the full price and had the regular reduced from fifteen-cent hash, on which the attention is to be the order of the Junior class. Two dam-liters of the important needs, and after asking the officer, he may now be able to kill the ship in peace.

What may be considered a record high price for a substitute, a commission at the utmost of this country was secured Thursday in the Boston Consular Office, by Mr. Macheza, 28, who was made an ensign in the Mechanical Field, and who had been doing such work under the Tech navigators. As the credit was made to him in New York by the Tech, the amount is less than the fee to the man who纳

Matters have come to such a state that one must actually go to the man in the street to account for the excessively high prices and stingy orders handed out at the dairy lunches.

AN APPEAL

Several weeks THE TECH has been running a personal column in order to keep the Alumni in touch with their friends. Considering the interest in this column has been shown, it is our wish to continue it.

Paragraphs to the Alumnus and the military editor by sending to THE TECH a notification of your appointment, as soon as you make one.

Your classmates will be glad to hear of your good fortune.

We shall be glad to hear of any time upon request any in-formation concerning a Technical in service.

About sixteen per cent. of the Alumnus of Technology are now in the United States Service.

It is said that the Walker Memorial serves over 4,000 meals a day.

Saturday, August 3-Midsummer plenitude at Nutskate.